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Emaho!  

In the city of the infinite purity of the central channel  

Is the vajra mind, the essence of the dharmakaya.

The aggregates, elements, and sense-fields are the deities of the three seats.

I supplicate their manifestations— the root and lineage gurus.

May Chandali, the melting bliss of inseparable energy and mind,
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khorlo nga yi pawo khandrö drong
Bring delight to the cities of the dakinis and heroes in the five chakras

tsok kyi khorlō duwé nyé jé né
Through the gatherings of the tantric feast,

wang dang ga shi yeshe rō gang shok
And may I be suffused with the experiences of the empowerments and the primordial wisdom of the four joys.

khyepar chok gi tummō khorlo shi
In particular, may the supreme fierce inner heat,

lungsem lé rung dhuti tsa dù nam
Make pliable the energy and mind within the four chakras, and as the knots of the central channel

tsok dang jor tong gompé lam du drol
Are released as the paths of accumulation, unification, seeing, and meditation,

sa chū gyün ta tsuktor tser min shok
May energy and mind ripen at the crown protuberance, the conclusion of the ten stages.
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With the afflictions, energy, and mind— the nature of cyclic existence,

Brought under control through the supreme, utterly free and peaceful primordial wisdom energy,

May the channels and elements be spontaneously perfected

On the stage of the Great Cloud Mass of Rotating Syllables.

These vajra verses disclose all the most essential points related to the path of the completion stage.
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1 This is the thirteenth of the sixteen stages according to the Nyingma system of inner tantras. See: Rigpawiki Sixteen Bhumis